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Fig. 8. Evolution of the density field during internal wave breaking near the lake boundary (along the cross section 3 in Fig. 1). The amplitude
of the incoming wave is am = 15 m. The fluid stratification used is depicted by line 1 in Fig. 3. The density anomaly relative to the free
surface is shown. The contour interval equals 0.2 kg·m − 3, the time scale T equals 83 s. Segment A -A represents a mixing zone with a
newly formed fluid stratification after wave breaking.
agate under the conditions of a narrowing waveguide. This
circumstance leads to a progressive steepening of the rear
wave face, and at a definite stage of evolution, the rear wave
front approaches a vertical wall (baroclinic bore) and is sub-
sequently destroyed.
Figure 8 illustrates the process of overturning of a rear
steep front; it is shown at that moment of time when the top
of the propagating baroclinic bore outstrips the wave trough.
In this situation, the heavier and denser water penetrates into
the relatively light water layers and falls down to the wave
trough (Fig. 8c). Thus, we may conclude that the reason for
wave breaking is the kinematic instability of the wave profile.
This conclusion can be seen even more clearly in Fig. 9,
where the horizontal and vertical velocities during of an over-
turning event are presented (the left panels show the fields of
density and u and w velocities before overturning and the
right panels – after overturning). Before breaking, the max-
imum of the horizontal velocity (30.1 cm s− 1) was located
at the free surface. During the overturning event, this maxi-
mum shifts from the free surface to the deep layers and to the
lateral boundary of the steep slope, where the value of the
maximum velocity increases right up to wave breaking. At
the moment of breaking, the onshore fluid velocities (42.1 cm
s− 1) exceed the wave phase speed (36.4 cm s− 1).
The overturning event is also clearly seen from the anal-
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